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Experiences from the ground

Catherine Stone 

Director of Spatial Planning, Western Cape
Government

NGOS have started to hold the public

sector to account especially in terms

its process. The conversation around

LVC has morphed into one about

inclusionary housing and leveraging

SPLUMA

Started to get traction

through instruments such

as the BEPPs and SPLUMA

has played a role in

catalyzing a shift towards

LVC in the metros

We are currently working on a

provincial policy of Inclusionary

Housing and have been

leveraging the various forces

that are coming together to put

spatial transformation on the

agenda

We are all looking for ways to

deliver on spatial transformation.

But there are issues such as fiscal

pressure, technical and political

stresses. This work needs

dedicated focus

This is a text box...

Lekha Allopi 

Project Executive of Development Planning,
eThekwini Municipality

The opportunity for LVC has

not until now, presented

itself in the metros. The

ability to implement LVC is

one of the biggest game-

changers.

Now exploring LVC in a site

in eThekwini (Back of Port,

Clairwood) and the

possibility of implementing

LVC is a reality. But there are

many challenges we face.

Framing the role of metros in Land Value Capture

Resources

Land Value Capture in South Africa

Where are you in your land value capture journey?

Helen Rourke

Programme Manager at Development Action Group and
leading the National Land Value Capture Programme. 

Tarafara Setai

Chief Director: Provincial Provincial & Local Government
Infrastructure, IGR Division, National Treasury

Who's in the room?

Way forward

What was the most useful part of today’s Dialogue?

Open Dialogue

What should we focus on in the next National Dialogue on LVC? 

Land Value Capture Website - just gone live! Recent Publications:  

Dag
Dag

Landvaluecapture

Representatives from National &

City Gov: 

National Treasury 

Cities Support Programme (CSP) 

eThekwini 

Tshwane

Cape Town

WC Province

Stellenbosch

 

Consulting & Professionals: 

PricewaterhouseCoopers

Zutari 

Rode & Assosciates 

Future Cities  

Sivest 

Bloomsbury 

Consulting for Sustainable

Solutions

NGOs & International

Organisations: 

Centre for Affordable Housing

Finance (CAHF)

Ndifuna Ukwazi (NU) 

Socio-Economic Rights Institute

(SERI) 

Legal Resources Centre (LRC) 

Development Action Group (DAG) 

Lincolnc Institue of Land Policy 

UN-HABITAT 

SA Cities Network 

National Assosciateion of Social

Housing Organisations (NASHO) 

Academic & Research

Institutions: 

 Urban Real Estate Research Unit

(URERU) 

University of Witwatersrand 

UCT

African Tax Institute 

University of Pretoria 

Human Sciences Research

Council 

University of Free State

CSIR 

Rob: The Urban LandMark work in this

regard is on the landvaluecapture.org

website - it basically looked at the residual

land value before and after public

investment. There is also a lot of good work

done by others looking at the regulatory

reform needed to improve the release of

public land, improve the use of Development

Contributions and facilitate the use of Tax

Increment Finance. Urban LandMark Report:

https://landvaluecapture.org.za/wp-content/

uploads/2021/06/improving-access-to-the-

city-through-value-capture.pdf

LVC playing a

more specific

role for spatial

transformation in

the last few

years

Trying to find

the balance in

LVC playing a

role in

economic

recovery

Moving much

closer towards a

practice of LVC

and growing

interest from the

Metros

Growing

number of LVC

champions and

advocates

There is also a

growing

national policy

response to

enable LVC

Metros started

to think more

strategically

around land 

Importance of

public land

leasing and

intervening in

urban land

markets. 

Hurdles: Metro

level -

transversal

management

and a shared

consensus

Hurdles:

National level -

mainstreaming

LVC

Our programme

objective is to

strengthen metro's

capability to

implement LCV

tool

Outcomes range from

implementation support,

technical support, peer-

to-peer learning,

research and a

community of practice

A dedicated

LVC website

was launched

today!

Looking to the

future:

mainstreaming LVC,

national reforms

required and

building robust

networks

Focus on the

redistributive

elements of

the concept. 

Practical application

and applied thinking

should be applied to

compliment existing

LG programmes

Land

management is at

the center of

achieving a

sustainable and

equitable city

the state needs to

intervene in urban

land and urbanisation

driven by informality is

becoming more of a

pain to manage 

What are the

mechanisms for

fulfilling spatial

transformation? 

Role of metros in LVC?

Cities struggle to cope

with urbanisation and

demand for services.

Economic development

programmes and LVC can

be used to grow municipal

revenue streams

Municipalities are

best placed to

make themselves

financially

independent, if they

leverage LVC

Supporting

municipalities

in technical

support. 

There is a need

to position land

value as a tool

for economic

recovery. 

Need to lay the

foundation now so that

LVC is possible once

economic recovery has

been achieved. LVC

needs to be embedded

in metro strategies

4 Programmatic areas

Capacity

constraints at

metro level has

resulted in sub-

optimal

development

outcomes

Need to support

officials to navigate

both financial and

political constraints.

Its more than about

technical support.

Building

consensus with

political, private

and activists as

part of LVC

strategy. 

NT aims to ensure

the programme is

linked to NT and its

objectives of

mainstreaming LVC

LVC is particularly important now - the

national fiscal problem has highlighted

the degree to which we need LVC. So

while the fiscal problem is an issue, it

also presents an opportunity where

we might have the ear of people we

didn't have before

One of the cornerstone of LVC, is

that you need to create value in the

first place. We're currently in one of

the longest downturns in (a cyclical

downturn since Dec 2013). This

creates a huge constraint in our

property market for LVC

LVC requires strong

alignment between public

and private sectors - that is a

space in South Africa where

there is a lot of room for

improvement

We are in a much better place

in terms of knowledge of LVC -

largely as a result of

organisations such as DAG.

And the community of practice

that can be used as a resource

is incredible powerful

Practical recommendations

were put forward a few years

ago, so it can be frustrating

that these haven't been

picked up. But it also means

we don't have to start from

scratch

The lack of application

of LVC is usually due to

minimal understanding

of its principles

DAG has allowed us to keep

the LVC agenda on the

table and we have come a

long way since it was first

raised over 10 yrs ago

The interdisciplinary nature of this

work needs to be understood by

municipalities. SPLUMA has

created alot of space but there is

alot of work for the private and

public sector to do. Government

needs to learn to talk to each

other

We are asking now,

 "who benefits?" with

regards to creating

land value

This collection of

expertise is an incredible

resource. But we need to

start showing something

for it and push practice

A real challenge is the siloed

way of working in the City,

e.g. sharing common

boundaries and

infrastructural

considerations. There is no

synergy or coordination.

"You climb over one hill

only to find there is

another one in front of

you - but we can't be

afraid of these hills"

We need to remember to

be true to spatial

transformation, as well

as to the District

Development Model

Aside from

inclusionary housing,

what exact LVC tools

are the National

Land Value Capture

Programme looking

at?

Willard: The programme is

looking at different LVC

related tools/ instruments

that include but not limited

to  public land leasing as a

value capture mechanism

and LVC related tools/

instruments to finance

public infrastructure and or

services.

Can Rob give us

some outcomes

of the evidence-

based research

he referred to?

 Definition

please of

LVC?

Claudia: Land Value Capture is a

concept (and tools) whereby

unearned value increments on private

property resulting from 'community

effort' are recouped by the public

sector either through their conversion

into public revenues or more directly

through on-site land improvements for

the benefit of the community

For more, please visit https://

landvaluecapture.org.za/lvc-in-south-

africa/#top

Martim: TIF is

quite

questionable as

a credible value

capure tool

Is this only

about value,

what about a

redistributive

tool?

Helen: This has been the

huge shift, from seeing

value as collecting

property tax, to actually

using this tool for spatial

transformation. Other

spillover effects too e.g.

how metros use data for

these processes

Rob: Need to break up

definitions of value such

as how is the extraction

of value used? And to

have separate

conversations breaking

down the LVC

components in individual

parts.

Martim: Not all VC tools

are classified as taxes -

actually the most

interesting ones are

NOT!

This is particularly

evident when it comes

to building rights

Ad valorem taxes based on

the value of land are not LVC

tools—they do not transfer the

actual value of the land from

the land owner to the creator

of value.  Similarly, TIF isn’t

LVC, but it is predicated on

the increasing value of land as

a result of public investment.

 I tend  to see LVC as an opportunity

to unleash land value  - much of that

value is presently not being

unleashed, we seem to be putting an

emphasis on the fiscal advantages

that could create.  I also wonder how

we define Value is it only financial

value?

I am thinking of social value  and

Environmental value, the "s"  and

''E"of ESG that the private sector is

starting to respond to.

Cathy: SA has not

been thinking about

urban land as a finite

resource or thinking

about land use rights

as a tool to reach

policy objectives of

the country

Many of us see land use

rights as entitlement. We

need to see these as

resources in ways that

address policy

objectives. This needs to

be done responsibly.

Opportunity to see LVC as redistributive tool 

Even if rates are a form

of LVC its still not enough

to each our objectives of

spatial transformation.

We need to think about

how we are generating

that value and where its

going.

Erwin: No, this is not what I

meant. If extra  value is

created through, say,

improved infrastructure, this

extra value is captured

through higher rates and

taxes.

and through higher capital

tax.

We need to think

about how we

are leveraging

the value and

policy

objectives. 

Opportunity to use land-use rights to reach

developmental and spatial transformation objectives

Martim: As a home owner i

would have captured value

from an additional road, but

this would not be factored

into my taxation, which is

linked to my income. We do

not capture land value

through taxes - we need to

make this distinction.

Martim: The point is that administrative acts

(e.g. land use regualations)  do generate

windfalls for some but not to all. And at the

end of the day more intensive land uses is

only feasible because it is supported by

public investiemnts that all taxpayers  pay

for.

Thus who owns the additional land that can

be used in higher density? who's

responsible?

At the end of the day the public created the

additional land to be build. Thus if someone

wants to use it - needs to buy it from the

legitimate owner : the public!

thaus it is not a tax it is simply a buying

selling transaction...

Martim: It may be

worth a serious

discussion on the

TIF as it helps clarify

what VC is and

what it is NOT ...

Rob: Agreed Martim, a

lot of debate as to

whether it is LVC or

not. In my view, it is

more of a cash-flow

management exercise.

Martim: Indeed!

At the end of the

day just a subsidy

scheme that often

'lands' in the

landowner pocket..

 It  would be interesting to look

at how municipalities can  reduce

planning risk for private and

public sector projects . Local

government has a role to play in

mitigating risks and in the

process create value.  These

institutional issues should be

considered before we start

reducing the  tax base with

incentives.

Implementation of LVC in Cape Town via Overlay Zone 

Cathy: Yes - this requires

a mentality change in

municipalities - the

institutional culture lends

itself more to how

officials can reduce the

risk for themselves.

Ivan: Our cities are so unequal

and segregated that the

priorities are bound to differ

between affluent areas and

impoverished areas. Its not just

about creating strong property

markets. There is a lot of

investment happening in the

prosperous parts of Cape

Town at the moment.

Gail: "Overlay Zone"

identified targeted areas

in CT with additional

development rights but

with a provision of

affordable housing.

Seeing this as a LVC

approach.

It is one thing  how value is

distributed , but value

capture thinking is important

in understanding  what value

is created ( through an

intervention e.g ) , who would

get it,  and how we release it

.

Erwin: Rates &

taxes is much more

than paying for

services. Viz.: as

the value goes up,

the rates also go

up.

George: Erwin,

how frequently

do you revalue

property for tax

purposes?

Mark: need to

understand SA

context where

the playing field

is not level to

start with

Challenge: Confusion & conflation around

LVC 

We need good

governance to be

able to do any of

this and to ensure

the value captured

goes back into the

coffers

Mark: Some of the

calculations of cost-benefits

of municipal land release -

slightly tangential to LVC, but

the tools can be employed

for LVC calculations: http://

www.urbanlandmark. org.za/

research/x54.php

Cathy: @DAG we

need to develop a

simple document

which explains the

relationship between

LVC and property

tax.

Overlay Zone focuses on

areas of opportunity" and

using this to prioritize

infrastructure investment

to enable development

that aligns to the policy

through incentives

Jean: Of course this is not an either-or, or

a competition between 'tools' (e.g. land-

based tax vs land-value capture). but

rather finding the right combination of

ways of raising revenue AND capturing

increased value resulting from public

investment. Of course in the end, if the

raised funds are not spent on provision of

infrastructure and services but are instead

'lost' (captured) elsewhere, it is all for

nothing. Somehow the public needs the

assurance that the benefit will come 'back'

to them.

Helen: Agree

Cathy and we

will definitely

take Martim up

on this offer for a

webinar

Martim: Keep in mind

that at the end of the

DAY -  all land values

are unearned! not a

penny resulted from the

lanowners effort! All

land values results from

the community

Rob: Agreed Jean -

both LVC and land-

based financing can

be useful, but we

must be careful not

to confuse them.

Implementation

of LVC is a messy

business. Largely

because land

markets are

messy.

Zoning and land-

use planning is

actually "land

creation" - as you

upzone the land

you create more

land to build on

And as cities extend

their boundaries that

also creates value -

"in the last 30 years

we have created

more land than ever

existed before that in

human history"

People +

governments such as

China  have been

able to take the value

of converted urban

land to generate

income for LG. 

David: We need to keep in mind the

potential use of LVC tools for

government owned land. The

approach is to increase/create

value on these lands and then

capture it via tools like public land

leasing and public private

partnerships. The land value

creation via public investments or

land use permissions/approval is

key in this case to using "lazy

underutilized government land

Claudia: I think a problem

we face at the moment is

that LVC is being

implemented in

disconnected ways across

metros and we’re perhaps

struggling to connect into

the strategic combination of

tools that Jean is referring

to.

This is an exercise of

producing knowledge

so that knowledge can

be exchanged. Lessons

learnt here can inform

how we engage other

countries and regions. 

Following from Alain Bertaud's

argument, is the use of overlay zones

to allocate more rights not just

evidence of synthetic suppression of

latent demand for space through

unnecessarily restrictive zoning?

While it does provide an opportunity

to 'price' the value of additional

rights, it also suggests that

municipalities are losing out on all

sorts of development that can't

happen elsewhere because of the

zoning.

Enrique Silva (Lincoln Institue) has posted

following resources on the point about LVC and PT

and TIF: https://www.lincolninst.edu/publications/

policy-briefs/land-value-return  / https://

www.lincolninst.edu/publications/policy-briefs/

improving-tax-increment-financing-tif-economic-

development

https://www.lincolninst.edu/publications/policy-

focus-reports/improving-tax-increment-financing-

tif-economic-development

https://www.lincolninst.edu/publications/policy-

briefs/improving-tax-increment-financing-tif-

economic-development

Rob: Agreed. Goes back to

Francois' point about there

being value beyond

financial value -

employment creation,

increased densities etc. I

like Jean's point as a result.

Use the instrument that

brings about the stated

objective.

In response to Gail: Yes, there is an

important distinction to be made

between incentivising development

where you want it, and trying to

capture value where developers

want to develop anyway (but are for

some reason prevented from doing

so). If development needs

incentivising, then the current

environment does not provide

enough 'value' to developers, so

there is nothing to capture.

Andreas: Are you

suggesting that we

should relax zoning

without LVC/IH

component in the hope

that property markets will

build more inclusive and

affordable places in our

cities?

Rob: @Andreas-

microdevelopers

show this to be

the case to a

degree.

@Andreas. That is one way of looking at it.

The number of inclusionary housing units

that are created through conditional land

rights is miniscule. The additional

residential stock that 'could' be created

through relaxation of zoning is unknown,

but could be orders of magnitude larger.

Whether or not this results in more

affordable housing is debatable, but I'm

suggesting that perhaps effort is better

spent looking at instruments that try and

create a smoother and more inclusive

property market (ladder), than in creating a

small number of inclusionary housing units.

Andreas: Thanks Rob.

micro-developers are

building affordable rental

accommodation in some

places of our cities (mostly

townships), but they do

not change spatial

inequalities in our cities..

or do they?

Rob: Andreas -

good point. Does

depend how one

defines well-

located. But

significant stock is

being provided.

Andreas: A good read re this issue

is  M Storper's paper on blanket

upzoning: https://

www.planningreport.com /2019/03/

15/blanket-upzoning-blunt-

instrument 

-wont-solve-affordable-housing-

crisis

but there are peer reviewed articles

also

https://ideas.repec.org/a/sae

/urbstu/v57y2020i2p223-248.html

I attended a workshop

with DAG many years

ago, which sparked my

interest in LVC 

Is LVC a

tax? 
Is Tax

Increment

Finance

(TIF) LVC? 

Use the

instrument that

brings about the

stated objective.

Opportunity to use LVC tools for government owned land 

Need to

understand what

legislation

determines which

component of

which LVC tool. 

Planningreport

It becomes clear that

institutionalising LVC

needs Vertical

Alignment (between

spheres of

government) AND

Horizontal Alignment

Urbanlandmark Landvaluecapture

Lincolninst Lincolninst
Lincolninst

Resources shared by participants during the Dialogue: 

Double-click the images for links to full articles

https://www.dag.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/bridging-divides-building-an-inclusionary-housing-policy-in-cape-town.pdf
https://www.dag.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/legal_aspects_of_inclusionary_housing_in-_south-africa.pdf
https://landvaluecapture.org.za/
https://www.planningreport.com/2019/03/15/blanket-upzoning-blunt-instrument-wont-solve-affordable-housing-crisis
http://www.urbanlandmark.org.za/research/x54.php
https://landvaluecapture.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/improving-access-to-the-city-through-value-capture.pdf
https://www.lincolninst.edu/publications/policy-briefs/land-value-return
https://www.lincolninst.edu/sites/default/files/pubfiles/tax-increment-financing-policy-brief.pdf
https://www.lincolninst.edu/publications/policy-focus-reports/improving-tax-increment-financing-tif-economic-development

